
Layer 4, Social Annotation: 
 Final Responses and Reflection 

 
 

The aim of this layer is to serve as a natural endpoint for the sustained annotation activity. It is an 

opportunity to finalize and refine your arguments and reflect on the process and evolution of 

ideas. It is also one last chance to raise any lingering questions, uncertainties, or trouble spots 

you may want to discuss with your group before revising and finalizing your paper in the 

remaining weeks of this unit.  

All annotations in this layer MUST be Posted to [the class/group] from the drop-down post-to 

menu and include two separate tags: a Layer 4 tag in addition to the tag types for Layer 4, which 

are listed on the next page, after the image below: 

 

 
 

If you don’t post to the class/group, your group will not be able to see or interact with your 
annotations.  



Layer 4 Annotation Types and Guidelines 

  Final Responses, Tag: FR     Revisit your annotations to consider how your views have 
evolved and note anything you may have missed previously. Review the text and the discussion 
that emerged to glean insights, solidify your position, and make note of ways to strengthen the 
argument in your rough draft.  

 Reflections, Tag: Reflection    Reflect on your learning journey throughout this annotation 
assignment. Discuss how your thinking evolved, what challenges you faced, how you overcame 
them, and how this process impacted your understanding of the text and the nature of argument. 
This tag can also be used to reflect on the changes you made to your argument and why you 
made them. 

Suggestions, Tag: Suggestion   If you have any suggestions for improvement to the design 
or execution of this annotation assignment, please share your insights, observations, and 
experiences so I can revise and improve it moving forward. 

 

 
Aim for at least 3 annotations spread across these category types, but feel free to go 
beyond this. The goal for all annotation activities is for them to be organic and useful. 

 
 

 

Return to the social annotation activity as you revise and finalize your paper. We still have two 
distinct drafts to go at this point: the Revised Draft, which must show evidence of having made 
meaningful content-based revisions between drafts using the Compare or Track Changes feature 
in Word or the equivalents thereof and the Final Draft.  

 

 


